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off-campus housing issue the
president stated that the University should not have a rule
"just for the sake of having a
rule."
On the other hand, he felt
that the University must set up
guidelines as to acceptable behavior for its students.
He continued, "we do want
to say to our students what we
consider behavior fitting for a
Clemson man or woman."
Edwards thought that the
University must make certain
that its policy, including rules
and regulations, is "realistic"
and that students "understand
what is expected of them as students of Clemson, both definitively and generally."
Gray Walsh and other leaders this year were praised by
Edwards for taking their positions of leadership seriously
and acting in a responsible
manner.
The president also ventured
that the Student Regulations
should be gone over during
the summer to be made more
realistic.
Informed that the Senate had
already revised the regulations
and passed the bill as a whole,
Edwards stated that he was sure
that the administration and the
Senate could reach an agreement as to working in much the
same manner as in the off-campus housing bill.

Student Legislators See
Absentee Ballot Passed
By HARRY TINSLEY
Sophomore Senator
"Beatniks, draft dodgers,
card burners, and demonstrators are a small minority
of our college students," bellowed Rep. Dan F. Laney, Jr.
of Lee County from the floor
of the State House in Columbia last week.
"The majority (of students)
think conservatively and believe in Americanism. We
should not try to prevent them
from voting just because of
what we fear from a few," he
continued.
After Rep. Laney's address
favoring the Absentee Ballot
Bill, delegates to the spring session of the S. C. State Student
Legislature loudly applauded.
The student legislators then
witnessed the passage of the
controversial bill by the House.
Other highlights of the Spring
Session included speeches by
important state leaders, including Gov. Robert McNair; a
legislative session; a banquet;
and a mixer.
Rep. Laney concluded his address by saying, "I have great
belief in the college students of
our states."
Laney had accused the State
Representatives of "dragging
red herrings across the path of
the bill."
Following the House's passing of the bill, the bill went on
to the Senate for approval.
The student legislators met in
session following the visit to the
House of Representatives. Gov.
McNair spoke to the group on
some basic factors of sound
government.
"Our people are becoming
more and more knowledgeable
about the major issues of public
and government concern," he
stated as he expressed the con-

stant need for an informed electorate.
Gov. McNair also stated his
belief that the government of S.
C. is extremely sound, and that
his office is always open to any
member of the General Assembly.
Following the Governor's address State Senator Earle E.
Morris of Pickens County, who
is also State Democratic Party
Chairman, spoke on lobbying
and the Democratic Party.
Sen. Morris stated that "Students should exercise their
rights for lobbying by informing their representatives and
senators of their viewpoints."
When Clemson Attorney General Dick Miley asked the Senator whether the trend of the
party was towards liberalism
or conservatism, he replied: "I
do not approve of labels for
myself or the party, but the
party is large enough for anybody, provided his loyalty to
this country and this Democratic government is unquestioned. "
Also speaking to the Legislators was State Rep. Richard
W. Riley of Greenville County,
author of the Riley plan for
Reapportionment which was
the adopted plan.
Rep. Riley stated that his
plan for Reapportionment "retains the historic county lines
which before had created a
problem." Rep. Riley also explained the theory behind the
court's decision on the case.
Clemson was represented by
students elected by the Senate.
Those attending the Legislature
were President Danny Speights,
Terry Richardson, Secretary of
the State Student Legislature;
Vice President Bill Walker, Sec(Continued on page 6)

hood for 1966-67, Hair will
serve as Greek Week Chairman
for 1967.
Will Busch, an architecture
major from Columbia, is vicepresident of Phi Kappa Delta
and is newly-elected treasurer
of Tiger Brotherhood. Busch
was also elected to Who's Who.
Lunceford, pre-dental major
from Beaufort, will serve as
pledge-master for Delta Phi
Kappa social fraternity next
year.
Besides being a member of
Tiger Brotherhood and the
AICHE, Cox is a member of
the varsity football squad.
Hill, an English major from
Cades, is a member of Phi Kappa Delta social fraternity and
was a TIGER staffer his sophomore year.
Edwin Dargan, a member of
Sigma Alpha Zeta and the
Agronomy Club, is an agron-
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The joint administrative-student committee on off-campus housing reached
a decision Wednesday based primarily on the Senate bill in the social area.
The committee, however, also determined not to set up a student off-campus
board. The feeling here was that the board would take too much of a student's
time, and was generally in the realm of administrative responsibility.

PRESIDENTIAL PROFILE

Speights Assumes Role
Of Student Spokesman
By BENNIE PITMAN
TIGER Feature Writer
Danny Speights, recently installed as president of the student body, declared Tuesday
that he wants, "to work directly with the student."
Speights, a comparative unknown before he announced his
candidacy, has served in all
areas of student government.
Small in stature like Gray
Walsh, his predecessor, the new
president is outspoken in his
views on student government's
role within the framework of
the University.
"Next year will be a big year
for student government," feels
Speights. "We will see just where
we stand when some of this
year's bills come up for consideration," he added.
Some of the bills specifically
mentioned by Speights were the
proposals for off-campus housing, and the bill concerning
house parties.
The new president, who assumed his duties last week when
he was installed at the Student
Government banquet, thinks
that the student body should
have a voice in the policy-making decisions of the University.
As a step in that direction he
cited Dr. R. C. Edwards', President of the University, statement on the house party bill
that the administration will
never try to by-pass the student senate.
"Too often issues do not relate directly to the student," asserts Danny. "I don't have all
the answers, but I am willing

to work with the students on
any problem."
President Speights felt that
the recent student body election
created a stronger interest in
student government, and that
the new officers should do something to hold this interest.
The vigorous campaign
brought out the fact that students at Clemson did not know
the issues being carried forward
by their student government.
Speights intends to work for a
more efficient student government—one with the student in
mind.
Danny affirmed that he and
his appointed committee have
begun work on most of the
goals set forth in his campaign;
such as a more efficient dining
hall and a teacher-evaluation
program, and that he will continue to introduce measures
beneficial to the students.
The president appoints qualified persons to the many varied
executive committees under
him. A civil service system has
been set up to assist him in
his
appointments. Speights
urged anyone interested to apply for a committee to him or
Ken Suggs, Secretary of the Student Body.
Speights feels that last year
was the best ever for student
government.
He was very
pleased with the work of the
Senate, and stated that the High
Court operated very efficientsHe commended the work of
past student body president
Gray Walsh, "Gray greatly im-

Pershing Rifles Present
Awards At Regiment Fete
Saturday, April 23 was the
date of the third Pershing Rifles
Fourth Regimental Assembly
of the year. Representatives
from the states of Alabama,
Georgia,
North
Carolina,
South Carolina, and Tennessee
convened for a Commander's
Caucus at 4:00 p.m. At this
caucus P/RCol. Fernandez and
P/R Lt. Col. Spence ironed out
the remaining difficulties of the
units and completed all unfinished business. The highlight
of the caucus was the unanimous approval of P/R Major
Francis L. Kapp of Greenville
to serve as next year's Fourth

Regimental Commander.
At 5:30 the various delegates
and the members of the Fourth
Regimental Headquarters Staff
moved
to the Southerner
Restaurant for a banquet and
the presentation of awards. At
this time Major Kapp was the
receiver of the Pershing Rifles
Silver Achievement Award,
symbolizing the quality of work
that he has put into the Pershing
Rifles.
William O. Noffz, of NinetySix, and Lory M. Johnson, of
Sumter, were the receivers of the
Best Assistant Section Head
and Best Section Head Awards
I respectively.
Major Allan T. Ford was
recognized for his outstanding
contribution as Regimental Advisor and P/R Lt. Col. Spence
received a gift certificate showomy major from Darlington. ing the appreciation of the RegiDargan is also a varsity cheer- mental Staff.
P/R Capt. H. J. Mincke of
leader.
Terry Alexander, a chem- Tennessee Technological Uniical engineering major from versity was presented with the
Spartanburg, is a member of Pershing Rifles National Rifle
Sigma Alpha Zeta social fra- Match Trophy and the George
ternity and the AICHE. Alex- A. Douglas Trophy for his
ander served this past year as unit's first place finish in the
chairman of the Ways and Fourth Regiment. P/R Capt.
Means Committee under for- Mincke and P/R Capt. P. W.
Leon of Wake Forest College
mer student body president
received the Fourth Regiment's
Gray Walsh.
__
McCrorey,
newly - elected Commander's Awards as the
outstanding unit commanders
social chairman for Phi Kappa Delta and a member of Tig- in the Regiment.
The highlight of the entire
er Brotherhood, is a textile
assembly was the formal inmanagement major from Rock
stallation of P/R Major Kapp
Hill.
as Fourth Regimental ComThe newly-elected president
mander for 1966-67. His first
Hair stated, "...I am truly honwords as a Colonel indicated
ored to have been selected presthat with the continued co-opident. I hope that I can do my
eration of the units, the Fourth
part to maintain CDA tradition
Regiment will improve upon its
of providing students with top
second place national rating
entertainment."
next year.

CDA Names New Senior Staff
Jay Hair, a rising senior,
was elected President of the Central Dance Association in their
recent election for officers of
1966-67.
All officers are rising seniors.
Elected as Vice-President was
Will Bruce Busch. The new Secretary-Treasurer will be Jay
Lunceford.
Placing Chairman for the
CDA will be Frank Cox. Gene
Hill was elected to serve as
Publicity Chairman.
Elected as Floor Chairman
was Edwin Dargan. The position of Decorations Chairman
will be filled by Terry Alexander. Steve McCrorey will
serve as Alternus.
Hair, a biology major from
Newark, Delaware, is also the
newly-elected president of Phi
Kappa Delta social fraternity.
Besides his recent election as
Vice-President of Tiger Brother-

Mets Review
Sports Editor Keith Love reviews the
New York Mets' antic* in the Atlanta Braves'
new stadium this past weekend. Page

Joint Committee Ends
Housing Controversy

Edwards Praises
Student Leaders
Dr. R. C. Edwards, President
of the University, leaned back
in his chair Wednesday and reflected on Clemson student government.
"We have made some concrete steps in the right direction
this year," stated the President.
Dr. Edwards stressed that student government had a "joint
responsibility" with the administration in making the decisions that must be made.
"Together we must assume
the responsibility that must be
assumed," continued Edwards.
The president felt that the
mutual respect and understanding that has been achieved this
semester has been a major
factor in the progress that has
been made by the University
as a whole.
Dr. Edwards went on to say,
"The job is a big one, and student government and the administration must pull together
to get it done."
Problems in communication
were emphasized by Edwards.
He believes that both student
leaders and administrators
must be informed of each
other's actions in order for efficient action with minimum
misunderstanding.
"I feel that we have been
working separately to achieve
the samegoals,"elaborated Edwards.
Asked specifically about the
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proved the status of student
government on campus."
In the judicial area of student
government, with which the new
(Continued on page 6)

Complaints and cases will be
routed through the judicial system of student government, as is
now the case in all such similar
situations.
President R. C. Edwards concurred with the committee in its
proposed social regulations of
last week, and recommended
that the responsibilities of a
commuting student apply to offcampus students.
No definitive rules and regulations will be incorporated
into the measure; however, penalties for abusing the privileges
of off-campus living will be severe.
The committee felt that if the
student cannot accept the responsibility for his actions living off-campus, then he will be
responsible to civil authorities
and/or to school authorities.
In no circumstance will the
student be allowed to abrogate
his responsibility to civil officials.
In the housing area, the com-

mittee felt that something must
be known about the condition
of the housing.
The committee doesn't feel
that the University should decide whether a student can or
can't room off-campus; but, on
the other hand, that the condition of the living quarters is
the ultimate responsibility of
the University.
Dean Walter T. Cox, VicePresident in charge of Student
Affairs, felt that the bill should
make it clear that inspectors,
whoever they may be, don't
propose to go into private
dwellings unless the landlord
and/or the student is present,
except in the case of an emergency.
The committee decided that
freshmen will not be permitted
to room off-campus, unless living at home.
Parental permission must be granted for
anyone under twenty-one to
move off, but all students must
apply.

For purposes of records, each
student must register his address with the off-campus housing office—irregardless of age.
The advantages to the student
of being registered should be
obvious.
The listing of apartments will
be voluntary to landlords, and
will be of great service to students, it is felt. The conditions
of the housing must be suitable
to standards subscribed to by
the University.
Because of the many problems which stem from drinking,
the committee felt that the University could not approve it.
However, they decided that the
decision should be up to the individual as to his conduct.
The actions of off-campus students must be acceptable and in
good taste, and misuse of privilege would be construed as conduct unbecoming a Clemson
student according to the committee.

WSBF Selects Senior Staff
By DAN BOWEN
TIGER Special Writer
The WSBF Senior Staff for
1966-67 ".as announced at the
annual awards banquet recently. Chief Announcer Carl
Brown was chosen as the Program Director, replacing the
graduating G. C. Pundt. John
Matthew will continue as Business Director, and Jeff Borke
will once again serve as Engineering Director.
Others on the senior program
staff will include Tony Scialdone, chief announcer; Dan
Bowen, continuity and traffic
manager; Bob Knowles, news
manager; John Dozier, production manager; and Richard
Berkland, record librarian. Engineering senior staffers are
John Shouse, technical manager; John Frederiksen, control room engineer; and Felix
Nepveau, transmitter engineer.
Scott Harrower will continue as
office manager.
Carl Brown, the new program director, is a rising senior in agricultural engineering
from Aiken. He has served as
producer-director of "Sounds of
the Twentieth Century" and was
this year's chief announcer. His
other activities include Alpha
Gamma social fraternity, Alpha
Zeta, agricultural fraternity,
and membership in the honors
program.
Commenting on plans for
next year, Brown said, "We
hope to continue progressive
programming for the students
and residents of Clemson. We
have a fine senior staff, and
through working together we
can make it the best year yet
for WSBF."
Returning engineer director
Jeff Borke comes from Charleston, and is a rising senior in
electrical engineering. He
served as control room engineer his sophomore year, and
currently holds the FCC firstclass license. Borke has aiso
worked as an engineer in various commercial stations
throughout the state, and is a
licensed ham operator.
John Matthew of North
Charleston, who will again be
business director, is a rising
senior in Pre-Med. He was recently chosen as the outstanding member of Clemson student
government, and will serve as
president of the 1966-67 Student Senate. John also is a
member of Blue Key, Phi Kappa Phi and has been a student
senator since his freshman
year.
The guest speaker at the
. awards banquet was Mr. J. William Quinn, vice-president of
Jefferson Standard Broadcasting and Managing Director of
WBTW-TV in Florence. Mr.
Quinn spoke on the importance
of salesmanship as it pertains
to broadcasting and other
facets of life. He stated that the
public has a misconception of
the salesman and should seek
to correct their false ideas.
Turning to individual salesmanship, Mr. Quinn pointed
out that for a person to be successful, he must develop the
ability to "sell himself" through-

out his lifetime. Following the
banquet, Mr. Quinn visited the
WSBF studios and talked with
the staff members. President R.
C. Edwards also spoke at the
banquet and visited the studios.
The new chief announcer for
1966-67 is Tony Schialdone,
a rising junior in math from
Seneca Falls, N. Y. He was this
year's producer-director of
"Sounds of the Twentieth Century," a program carried by
five stations. He has also served
as assistant traffic manager,
and is a member of the honors
program.
Dan Bowen will once again
be continuity manager and will
also be traffic manager for next
year. He is a rising junior in
civil engineering, and lives in
Knoxville, Iowa. Bowen is a
member of the honors program, Young Republicans, the
CHRONICLE staff, and was
assistant continuity manager
his freshman year. He was also
recently elected to the Student
Senate for 1966-67.
Bob Knowles, the new News
Manager, is a rising senior in
English from Silver Springs,
Maryland. Bob is a hall monitor, and was continuity manager his sophomore year. This
year he was on the engineering
senior staff as control room
engineer.
John Dozier will continue as
production manager. A rising
senior in English, John is from
Florence and has previously
served as record librarian. He

is a member of the Calhoun
Literary Society, was lighting
director for this year's Tigerama and technical chairman
of this year's Junior Follies.
Filling the newly established
senior staff position of record
librarian will be Richard Berkland, a rising junior in chemical
engineering from York. He is
a member of AICHE and the
York County Clemson Club.
On the engineering senior
staff, John Shouse will be the
new technical manager. John is
a rising junior from Clemson
whose major is electrical engineering. His previous service
to the station includes the position of control room engineer
and transmitter engineer. He
also is a member of IEEE.
John
Frederiksen, from
Toms River, N. J., will be the
new control room engineer. He
is a rising junior in EE and
was maintenance and service
engineer this year. John is also
a member of IEEE.
Felix Nepveux, a rising sophomore' in EE from Charleston,
has been named the new transmitter engineer. He served as
assistant transmitter engineer
this year, and is a member of
the honors program.
Continuing as office manager, Scott Harrower is a rising junior in ME from Asheville. He has served as assistant office manager, and is a
member of ASME.
Three persons have been
named to junior staff positions.

Jeff Pringle, a chemistry major
from Charleston will produce
and direct "Sounds of the Twentieth Century." Bill Bonekat, a
pre-med major from Broomall, Pa., will continue as sports
manager, and Harry Moose, a
sophomore EE major from
Newberry will be maintenance
and service engineer.

Phi Kappa Phi
The Clemson Chapter of the
Honor Society of Phi Kappa
Phi held its initiation ceremony
and banquet at the Clemson
House on April 19, 1966.
New members are Dr. Victor
Hurst, Dean of the Graduate
School, D. R. Crawford, Suzanne Culbertson, R. D. Franklin, M. E. Hass, M. B. Hinnant, Donna Jones, R. L. Miley,
W. J. Padgett, C. E. Poindexter,
Joan Reas, Terry Richardson,
Dorothy Scarce, and P. G.
Smith.
Also, F. A. Axson, J. H.
Booth, O. M. Burton, N. E.
Dowling, G. R. Dusenberry, J.
G. Goodwin, J. M. Heller, CE. Hill, W. C. Maddox, J. D.
Matthew, Susan Moore, T. N.
Nickles, T. M. Northrop, N.
B. O'Bryan, W. J. Pridemore,
R. J. Rolli, Carolyn Rowland,
D. T. Seaman, S. D. Smithyman, J. L. Sutherland, and
Mary Trout.

Newly elected WSBF Senior Staffers are (first row, right to left) John Matthew,
Business Director; Carl Brown, Program Director; and Jeff Borke, Engineering
Director; (Second row) John B. B. Dozier III, Production Manager; Tony Scialdone,
Chief Announcer; and Dan Bowen, Coniinuniry and Traffic Manager.
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Tribute To Student Government

A Tribute To President Walsh:
Clemson Gives Sincere Thanks
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Let Us Continue
Student Government has emerged this year to a position of influence on the policy-making decisions
of the University. This has been
the student leaders' most significant
contribution to the University.
Student leaders and administrators, grouped around the conference table, have thrown ideas back
and forth and finalized realistic decisions on important issues.
During these meetings it has
slowly been impressed on those
concerned that both groups are interested in the same thing—namely,
the betterment of the University.
Conflicts that have occurred during the semester have come from
a lack of communication.
The decisions of both groups
have been publicized; but the reasons behind such decisions, for the
most part, have remained unknown.
When the thinking behind these
decisions has been brought into the
open around the conference table,
a workable solution to the problem
has been arrived at.
And Student Government has
commanded the respect of all concerned for the responsible stand it
has taken on issues dealing with the
rights and interests of the student
body.
It has occurred to us that the
reason student government has not
been listened to in the past is that,
perhaps, student government has
not been worth listening to in the
past.
Ignorance breeds contempt for
administrators; knowledge tells us
that administrators are working in
the best interests of the University
—as they see those interests.
However, administrators get bogged down in the continuing detail
of day to day operation. After
case after case of irresponsible be-

havior parades before the Dean's
desk, the administrator loses sight
of the overall picture of the University.
The overall picture of the University must include not only the
President and the Deans, but the
faculty and student body.
We deem it fortunate that our
officials are Clemson men, whose
first loyalty is to the University and
its ideals. The bigger the stature
of the man, the more he can appreciate the opinions and views of others. Perhaps, our administrators
are bigger men than the student
body realized.
It remains for student government to continue in the work left
undone by Gray Walsh, Charles
Foster, Archie Harmon, and others
who have devoted their time to furtherance of a responsible student
government.
For the opinions of student leaders to be considered, the leaders
themselves must exhibit maturity
and responsibility.
We would hope that this would
be the rule, rather than the exception.

Butler
The director of the various bands
at Clemson will take a leave of absence to continue pursuit of a graduate degree at the University of
Georgia.
John Butler has been a considerable asset to this University, and
his going will leave a void in the
music program that will be hard to
fill.
We would wish him the best, and
hope that he would return when
his studies are completed.

LETTERS TO TOM

Braves Fan Says CU Students Heckled O'Dell
Dear Tom,
It has come to the attention .
of Clemson Alumni in Atlanta
that our Billy O'Dell was heckled by a group of "hoodlums
from the Clemson area" at the
Braves-Mets baseball game
here Friday, April 22. He
saved the game for our
Braves.
Now, this unsportsmanlike
conduct on the part of our fellow South Carolinians reminds me of the behavior of
premature children of nearby
colleges while I was attending
Clemson. Students of Greenville and Columbia sought to
embarrass us when playing
there. Of course, they were
sometimes embarrassed themselves when they read the
score-board sixty minutes
later!
We are proud of Billy O'Dell,
of the Atlanta Braves—may
his tomahawk strike back
many times for Atlanta.
Billy's father, Ross O'Dell,
was my teammate and friend
while at Clemson. Ross was
the greatest competitor I ever
witnessed in competition. A
great sportsman he was on
and off the field. It makes this
Tigah's blood boil to think
his son was yelled at and a
banner waved during his
pitching innings which read—
"We Love the Mets"
"Clemson Boys"
M. H. Jones
Class of '28

Students' Reply:
Jones Is Wrong
Dear Mr. M. H. Jones,
It has come to our attention
that you wrote a letter detrimental to the character of five
upstanding "Clemson Gentlemen. " In this letter you called
us "Hoodlums" and "premature children." The five of us
take exception to such a'
dastardly accusation. We will
refute this in its entirety.
As anyone of sober character or the ability to see at all
could attest, the sign we had
in Atlanta said "Clemson
Loves the Mets." This is not
exactly, or even close to, what
Mr. Jones stated he saw. It
appears that Mr. Jones is
either blind or was in a condition so embarrassing that
we will not dwell upon it!
It hardly appears that under
either circumstance Mr. Jones

is capable of passing judgement on the character of anyone. Mr. Jones also stated that
we heckled Bill O'Dell. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Not only did we not
heckle Billy O'Dell, but when
he was pitching we actually
cheered for him. This to loyal
Met fans, that we are, is the
highest honor we could bestow on an opposing player.
We would like to say in conclusion that may many tomahawks strike Mr. Jones upon
his square head.
Jack Fisher
Adam Mangino
Jim O'Kefe
Mickey Olsen
Ray Davies

Dear TIGER Staff:
I have enjoyed all the letters
sent to me by your gracious
associate editor. I read every
one, and it has occurred to me
that the Clemson campus has
certainly grown both academically and mentally higher than
when I first conceived of a college.

Plagiarism Is
Understatement

I must say that I am pleased
with the university as I have
followed it through the year I
think very highly of your president, R. C. Edwards. I'm sure
he si doing as fine a job as I
would have had I had the opportunity.

Dear Tom,
In last week's "Godis Dead"
Finale, Bob Kaulakis' introductory remark, "The ingredients for my article will be a
minimum amount of research
and free thought combined
with a simply tremendous
amount of plagiarism," is a
gross understatement. I had
not yet finished the first paragraph of the article when I became vaguely suspicious that
I had read those exact words
before-. As I read further my
suspicions were verified, and
with only a "minimum amount
of research" I was able to locate the source of the article.
With only two exceptions—the
omission of the closing paragraph and the failure to umlaut the "o" in Soren Kierkegaard—the article is copied
verbatim from TIME Magazine, Vol. 86, October 22,
1965, pages 61-62.
For those interested, I quote
the closing statement:
"Those who are still with
God, on the other hand, are
likely to reply by quoting that
old play on Nietzsche's statement. It goes thus:
God is Dead!
(Signed) Nietzsche
Nietzsche is Dead!
(Signed) God."
The article was a fine summary, Bob, but let's give credit
where credit is due.
John C. Shelley, Jr.
Class of '66

Tom Writes
Farewell

I understand from the papers
that I receive that the college
has even become a university,
and that agriculture no longer
dominates the curriculum.

I was particularly pleased
with the young men in the class
of '66. I think they will go on
to uphold the name of Clemson well in the ensuing years.
I am looking forward to next
year with great anticipation.
We will have a large group of
rats to teach the Clemson way.
It's a big job, but I believe it
is in good hands.
See you next year—and by the
way I am having a bit of
trouble receiving my papers.
Could you possibly re-organize
the circulation department so as
to better accommodate me.
Sincerely,
Thomas G. Clemson

He Liked Meal
Dear Tom,
In view of the substantial
amount of criticism of school
policies and operations found
at Clemson and the barely
audible
compliments and
words of approval, I write
this letter to you. I would like
to say that I, along with many
others who ate in the dining
hall Sunday night, thoroughly enjoyed the meal that was
served. It was superb. Even
though a meal is a relatively
small point in a student's life,
I feel that credit should be
given publicity where credit
is due.
Bob Kaulakis

COLUMNISTS BIO FAREWELL

The Clemson Experience--Measure Of A Man
By FRANK PEARCE
TIGER Columnist
The Blue Ridge yawns its
greatness there, so they say.
The trees grow tall and heavy.
They are thick with time. The
earth is red, it's black, it's deep
and rich. Quite a few men have
walked these grounds. Quite a
few boys have come here and
left, ready to be men. That's
the measure of it all, the kind
of men that Clemson makes.
In four years, you'll meet
all kinds. After you get out,
you meet some more kinds
that were here before you.
They're Clemson men. All of
them are proud of it. You find
that Clemson spirit in them
when you meet them. You can
find it in buddies here right
now. Oh, some of them don't
quite seem to have the hang of
it yet, but give them a little
time.
Gripes? You'll hear them as
long as you're here. You'll get
a little miffed when you hear
some guy cutting everything
in sight. Watch out. Sometimes
you'll do it yourself. Four
years is a long time. It's not
too hard to get a little bored,
a little irritated. But a few
years from now it won't be
hard to remember, and it
won't be the gripes that stick
with you.
While you're here, you'll
meet somebody who doesn't
like it. You'll meet one a week
who will tell you at that particular moment that he doesn't
like it. But you will meet at
least one who genuinely
doesn't like it. He usually
moves on, some other place,
some other school. That's
what he should do. Find the
place for him. There probably is one. It'll just take him
a little longer than it took you.
But what about those who
find so much wrong, so much
that needs changing, so much
they can't tolerate? Well,
they're still here. They might
persist in bemoaning their situation, crying to high heaven
they'd really made a mistake,
they're going to let the folks
know just how they feel. But
they're still here, right?
Listen, have you ever stood
in Death Valley and heard 30
thousand people sing about
that place where Tigers play?
Have you ever lifted your
hand in singing that song?
Tell me you don't like Clemson. Have you ever sat
through the pandemonium of
a basketball game in our version of the Cow Palace? Did
you ever see what yelling like
that does to a Clemson team?
Have you ever sat behind the
baseball team and watch the
ump getting his due in the
traditional sense of the word?
Tell me you don't like Clemson.
Have you ever struggled
through a semester carrying
twenty-two hours? Tell me you
don't like Clemson. I won't
believe you. The next semester
is always better. Have you
ever sent a poor dumb Rat
for the key to the quadrangle?
Ever spent on a tin-can hall?
Ever stayed up all night in a
bull session? Ever walked on
the dike in the moonlight with
your girl? Did you ever just
once stand and watch that sunset without making excuses for

doing it? Tell me you don't
like Clemson.
Sit there just a minute and
think. Think about that class
room, about professors, having to study. Worth it? Yea,
it's worth it. Think about you
in high school and think about
you now. Look ahead a little
bit. It's worth it. Be a man,
the poet said. The words ring
true, don't they? And someday soon they'll have gone
deep; they'll be a feeling that
words will never again recall.

Who will speak? Who'll say
it? "This is where I have begun. This is important to me.
This is hope and inspiration,
pride and a first measure of
confidence. This is a willingness to carry through, to
pause and look back, then
move on again." You are not
the first. You will not be the
last. You are a part. And
how many can say that about
anything? No, you are not
the first, nor the last. You are
one, and that is enough.

CURES FOR PAYNE

Larry Joe Bows Out,
So Sherman Can Rest
By LARRY JOE PAYNE
TIGER Columnist
This is my farewell address
to dear old Clemson...it may
never be remembered as well
as George Washington's farewell address to the Nation...
but I didn't cut down any
cherry trees, either...mighta
stole a few grapes from the
cloistered college vineyards...
or squirreled an extra dessert from the polka dot room...
to feed the mangy dogs that
Fields brought in to ward off
the thieves that pilfer two desserts....
The Cures for Payne fan
club can now turn in their
abestos draft cards...the secretaries can now go back to
work or to reading Batman
comics...you girls shouldn't
waste your time writing letters
to Tom...JoeShermancanrest
at ease...the subversive attempt to overthrow the Alumni
Office was thwarted by his explanatory letter to all good
seniors...I tried...and yes,
maybe even God can now live
in the tin cans once again....
What have I learned here at
Clemson...just
enough
to
graduate...not enough to win
any kind of awards...and not
enough to be great in this great
society of ours...it'sjustas well
that I didn't learn a great deal
...now I won't have so much
to forget...if it really makes
any difference to anyone or if
the great doctors around here
want to see how educated I
have become during my stay
here, I have learned the following facts...a lavalava is a
rectangular cloth of cotton
print worn like a kilt or skirt
in Polynesia and especially in
Samoa...that should impress
the textile doctors (and I never
even took a textile course)...
ranula, a swelling on the
tongue of cattle...trochilus, is
a crocodile bird...and one to
impress the scholarly history
doctors...Hennepin, born in
1640, died in 1701 and was
a Belgian friar and explorer
in America...and finally, I
have learned the word trivial
it is that three fourths of the
material I did learn just for
quizzes and exams...thefourth
worth retaining was never
asked on a quiz or exam....
So now I'm an educated person...I can feel proud when I
pick my nose in a crowd be-

cause I'll know that my Clemson ring is sparkling and impressing them all...and when
Dr. Edwards hands me my
sheepskin and says, "Congratulations, Payne," I'll say,
"Thank you sir, I deserve it..."
and if anyone were to ask me
to name the best profs that I
have had while here at Clemson, I would readily say, Dr.
Mark Steadman, Dr. Harold
Cooledge, Dr. L. L. Henry,
and Professor "Frosty" Bauknight...undoubtedly there are
others that are outstanding...
but I did not have the pleasure of having them...as a
whole, the courses I enjoyed
most were the English literature courses...and the department I liked best was of course
the English department...so
maybe I am prejudiced...
courses I'd rather not take
again are the math and Chemistry courses...add Bot. and
Zool. and Engl. 402 to the
"glad that they are over
courses...."
Don't shed any tears...save
them for exams...and now I'll
say good-bye to the student
body and this institution...
goodbye student body...goodbye institution....

By CHARLES HILL
Associate Editor
To those who have been concerned with it, the
year 1965-1966 at Clemson will be remembered
as the year that Student Government came into its
own. Finally this year, Clemson Student Government has become an effective, authoritative voice
of the Clemson student body. It has taken firm
stands on the issues, not merely to be opposed to
the administration, but because it had the rightful
interests of the students at heart. Because it was
characterized by intelligent, energetic leadership,
Student Government has gained the respect of the
administration, the admiration of the faculty, and
the support of the students.
Much of the credit for making 1965-1966 the
year of Student Government belongs to its leader
and its spokesman—Student Body President Stanley Gray Walsh.
Gray Walsh has transformed the office of Student
Body President from simply an honorary title with
little work attached to a full-time job, a serious
responsibility, a working office rather than a salutory position.
At the annual Student Government Banquet, held
on April 19, Gray looked back on his year as the
head of the Clemson student organization. "It's
been a rewarding and exciting year," he observed,
"and one that's been filled with a lot of work and
a lot of worry. It is quite a responsibility knowing
that at all times you are the chief representative
of Clemson University students."Obviously Gray's
co-workers in Student Government, present at the
banquet, were well pleased with the way he filled
this capacity—after his remarks, they honored him
with a standing ovation.
All of those closely connected with Gray have
come to admire greatly his efforts throughout the
year on behalf of Clemson and its students. Witness
the following statements:
From Dr. R. C. Edwards, University President:
"I find it almost impossible to adequately express
my appreciation to Gray Walsh for all the many
contributions he has made to Clemson University
as the Student Body President. Under his leadership student government at Clemson University
has in the current academic year achieved a new
dimension of service to the Clemson student body
and to the University as a whole."
From Vice-President for Student Affairs Walter
T. Cox: "Gray's contribution to Clemson, through
his personality and his tremendous leadership,
will be felt for many years to come. He has given
stature to Student Government through his ability
to see both sides of the issues. I consider it my good
fortune to have worked with him. Gee, I hate to
loose such a good man!"
From Danny Speights, Gray's successor as Student Body President: "Having to follow Gray as
president presents a challenge as big as the office
itself. His enthusiasm and desire to serve Clemson
students have contributed to the status of Student
Government on campus. The thing that has impressed me most about Gray, however, is the way
that he has represented Clemson well wherever he
has gone, and the example he has set to Clemson
students as the finest Clemson Gentleman."
From Billy Walker, chairman of the Central
Spirit Committee: "Gray has given the Central
Spirit Committee his utmost cooperation this year.
Though he was always busy, he has gone out of
his way to come to our meetings and set an enthusiastic trend in our work. He kept his nose
right in every aspect of Student Government and
showed a great interest in all our projects. I just
don't see how he managed to do it all."
From Marshall Long, a membei of the Elections
Board and Gray's roommate this year: "I don't
think people realize just how seriously Gray took
his job as Student Body President. Although it
might have affected his school work, he devoted
most of his time to this job. He didn't just jump
right in to anything without thinking it over carefully—he was very serious-minded about the whole
affair."
Gray went out of his way to "go out" to the student body—to meet as many students as he could,
to find out how they felt about the issues, to learn
their ideas. His courage and his eloquence were
always impressive. We came to look forward to the
times when he spoke—whether admonishing the rats
(Continued on page 5)
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Seniors Display Their Talents

Women Student Regulations
Surveyed Across Country
By The Collegiate
Press Service
Student regulations for women have become a major issue
at many colleges and universities across the country.
Purdue University sophomore, junior and senior women will no longer have any
curfew restrictions after Friday,
April 8.
The new rules eliminating
hours for upperclassmen were
approved early this year by the
campus Associated Women Students and the dean of women's
office. Freshmen hours remain
in effect.
Each women's residence unit
will establish its own procedures for effecting the new
policy, subject to the approval
of the dean's office. Plans already approved range from a
buddy system (to let girls in
after the doors are locked) to
the hiring of matrons who will
remain on duty all night.
A major university study on
the use of other campus facilities will be one result of the
elimination of hours. Purdue officials explain that the closing
times for the library, the union
and other buildings have generally coincided with the closing
of dormitories. These times
may now be revised.
Purdue's AWS took the initiative in seeking the elimination of
hours. The subject first received
serious consideration last year,
but the university discovered

that the strongest resistance to
change came from the women
themselves.
The women feared that without closing hours they would no
longer be able to escape "extended dates with creeps," an
AWS spokesman said. AWS
held "fireside chats" in each
dormitory, contending that
without closing hours there
would be no social pressures
to stay out to any given hour
—women could set their own
hours. The women changed
their minds.
AWS' subsequent resolution
called for the elimination of all
hours, but a compromise was
reached with the dean of women's office which leaves freshman hours intact at 11 p.m. on
weekdays and 1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays.
Another school where the women themselves have opposed
any change in hours is the University of Kentucky.
At UK, however, the campus
AWS has been the leading force
in the retention of the present
women's hours policy; it has
only agreed to discuss possible
revisions under the heaviest
pressure from the dean's office
and other campus groups. Such
pressure led to the adoption of
extended hours for junior women this winter, a privilege received by senior women in the
fall of 1963.
Under this policy, junior and

Coeds Revamp Rules
By SUSAN DEXBERG
TIGER Special Writer
Women students will find that
the rules and regulations for
the next school year have undergone a great change.
Curfews for all women except first semester freshmen and
those with below a 2.0 average
have been extended until 11:00
p.m.
on
Monday through
Thursday night. This decision
assures a woman student of being able to take full advantage
of library hours.
The rules for women were revised in a meeting between girls
and Dean Deloney. All hall
monitors and other interested
women conferred with Deloney,
Dean of Women.
Linda Acre, president of the
newly-formed Women's Student
Association, feels that "all of us

Correction
The TIGER regrets that the
story concerning the Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award presented to Miss Virginia Shanklin on Honors and Awards Day
contains an erroneous statement. The story stated that Miss
Shanklin received an A. B. degree from Winthrop College. In
fact, Miss Shanklin's education
was interrupted and she came
to work at Clemson. Later, in
1931, Miss Shanklin graduated
from the University of North
Carolina.

are well pleased with the new
rules, and feel that they are
much more realistic as to compliance, than this year's."
Senior women will find that
their permission has been extended to 1:00 a.m. on Saturday night.
Strict study hours between
9:30 and 10:30 p.m. have been
completely abolished, but strict
quiet hours will be in effect during the evening hours.
The time that a woman may
make and receive a telephone
call has been extended until
12:30 a.m. every night, but no
calls may be received on the
extension phone after 1 L00 p.
m.
Sports
attire (bermuda
shorts, slacks) has now become acceptable at tennis,
track, baseball, and intramural
events, at the canteen after 7:00
p.m., except on dance weekends, and at the TAPS, TIGER,
WSBF, and CHRONICLE offices after 7:00 p.m. and on
Saturday afternoon and Sunday.
The most lenient rule allows
a woman student to visit in a
man's apartment or house if
the living room of the house or
apartment is entirely separate
from the sleeping area, and if
she has special permission from
her parents. She must also sign
out for the house or apartment,
and there must be at least two
couples present at all times.

Half-price to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper that
newspaper people
read. . •
At last count, we had more than 3,800 newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's onlydaily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news — the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it,
analyzes it — in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to.
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor — and why
they invariably name it as one of the five be?
papers in the world.
.. ...

senior women, with written permission from their parents,
may sign out to any hour as
often as they like. Residence
halls use various methods of
handling the program, ranging
from giving those who sign
out late a key to the buddy system.
A proposal introduced in
AWS last fall to set the weeknight hours at midnight instead
of the present 10:30 p.m. was
defeated after some AWS representatives charged it would
cause an "impossible problem
with starling." One AWS spokesman said the university would
never be able to find housemothers who would be willing
to stay up until midnight. Friday and Saturday closing
hours are 1 a.m.
At UK the library stays open
until midnight but the student
center closes when the women's
residence units close.
While the AWS has been the
strongest force for keeping
hours as they are at UK, the
dean of women has been the
strongest force for change.
When Dr. Doris Seward became dean of women in 1958,
she lifted many of the restrictive
policies that had been installed
by Sarah Gibson Blanding
when she was dean of women at
the university two decades earlier.
Among the Blanding policies
was "campusing"—the common punishment for women. A
woman who was "campused"
could not leave her room after the evening meal except to
report to the central dormitory
once an hour to sign in.
"The rule was ridiculous,"
Dean Seward says, "a girl who
was 'campused' couldn't even
study or sleep because she had
to keep running downstairs to
report in."
Dean Blanding went on to become president of Vassar when
she gained national attention
in 1963 by denouncing premarital sexual relations as "improper for the Vassar girl."
Smith College in Northampton, Mass. is representative of
a number of private girls'
schools in the East. Closing
hours are 11 p.m. on weeknight, 1 a.m. on weekends.
Many women are satisfied
with existing hours, although
a new student group, CRASH,
has asked for a general revision of all the rules at Smith.
A revised hours policy passed'
by the University of Maryland
AWS last semester extended the
Tuesday - through - Thursday
closing hours for freshmen women to 11 p.m. and to midnight for upperclassmen. Friday and Saturday closing
hours will be 1:30 a.m. for all
coeds. The Monday curfew remains at 10 p.m.
(Continued on page 6)

The greased pig is obviously among friends in this quiet scene from Senior Day.
His expression indicates Hugh has said something funny, but his squeals didn't sound
like laughter. These seniors had the parking lot behind the stadium to themselves,
and they needed every bit of it. The days activities were climaxed with a dance at
the Armory featuring the Caravelles. Photo by Lee.

Rifle Team Represents Very
Successful, Fraternal Group
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Oldest C.U. Fraternity
Celebrates Anniversary
Ten years ago, nineteen
Clemson men formed an organization dedicated to service
to the college and the promotion of school spirit. Thus, the
Numeral Society was granted a
charter in May, 1956.
Jr.-Sr. weekend the Society
celebrated
its
tenth anniversary. Alumni from every
year since its founding came to
honor the society.
The festivities included a Friday evening reunion party held
at the American Legion Hut in
Greenville. Entertainment was
provided by Elias and the Ebony s.
On Saturday an anniversary
banquet was held at the Clemson House. Among those attending were W. Wright Brian,
Vice-President for Development
at Clemson; Mrs. Sybil R. Albert, Secretary to the Dean of
Student Affairs; and Susan G.
Deloney, Dean of Women.
After dinner President Bill
Thraves started the proceedings with an opening address,
and introduction of guests.
Jim Jones, a founding member of the Society and current
engineer residing at Fort Walton Beach, Fla., spoke on the

founding of the Society.
Bill Hendrix, former President of the Student Body, spoke
on the change from a strictly
service fraternity to an active
social brotherhood.
Professor Joe Young spoke
on the accomplishments of the
Alumni and what they are now
doing. Young then presented
Bill Bruner, Social Chairman,
and Robert Calhoun, Corresponding Secretary, the Joe
Young Award for outstanding
service to the fraternity during
the past year.
Alumni Bill Mathis, who currently plays football for the
New York Jets, introduced the
main speaker, Captain Frank
J. Jervy.
Captain Jervy is a life time
member of the Clemson Board
of Trustees and an honorary
brother of the fraternity. Captain Jervy spoke on the development plans of the University and the students' debt
to Clemson.
On Saturday evening the festivities continued at the Jack
Tar Hotel ballroom in Greenville for a formal dance featuring Miss Betty Everett,
backed by Moses Dillard and
the Dynamic Showmen.

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and fojm an opinion of that many people?
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in any
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

A complete sweep of the big their acceptability.
The boys, Bob Weaver, (asthree in Southeastern rifle
matches has added another sistant coach and manager),
laurel to the Tiger Rifle Team Bill Kuykendal (captain), Al
for the 1966 season.
Aaltonen, Carter HigginbothThe Clemson Rifle Team has am, Lou Camerio, Gary Gerjust concluded one of its most hold, Dave Scott, Jack Belk,
successful years by gaining the and Craig Sheppard, seem to
Atlantic
Coast
Conference enjoy the girls' presence. "The
range just doesn't seem the
crown at Raleigh.
same anymore," they say, "but
The team has also attained
we like it."
such outstanding trophies as
The team also functions as
the State Championship trophy
and the Western Carolina Con- the Rifle Club which plans
social functions for the group
ference title.
Members of the team gained as well as money-making outtheir greatest thrill from their ings. This year the club has entriumph over the Citadel in the joyed several parties in addition to a house-party at Isle
State match.
The Citadel Bulldogs and C. of Palms.
U.'s Tiger team have long been
arch-rivals in shooting competition, and the Tigers achieved
their victory over the nationally acclaimed team from the
banks of the Ashley.
However the success of the
1965-66 year is not entirely due
to the defeat of the Bulldogs;
the Clemson team has a prodigious overall record as one of
the winningest teams on campus.
The team is a close-knit unit
and has recently developed a
social air with the addition of
girls to the team. Last year
the exclusively male sport was
infiltrated when Jane Race shot
her way to a high position on
the team.
Many other girls have tried
out for the team and semester
try-outs next fall will determine

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue e Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Cramming
Clowning
Crashing
Pubbing
Fragging
•
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Tigers Host Tar Heels;
Diamond Victory A Must
The Tiger baseball team in
quest of the ACC crown play
host to the league leading U.
N. C. Tar Heels tomorrow afternoon at 2:30. Dan Walker
is expected to start on the
mound for U.N.C. and Coach
Wilhelm is expected to counter with Bill Parmer.
Clemson currently holds
second place in the conference with a 7-3 record. The
Tar Heels defeated N. C.
State 11-4 Tuesday and extended their conference work
to 6-1. The two teams met
previously, and the Tigers
found themselves on the
short end of a 6-1 score.
Walker, one of the conference's top hurlers, leads the
Tar Heels' mound staff. He
defeated the Tigers last year

and in this year's previous
encounter. At the plate U. N.
C. is led by first baseman
Danny Talbot, the starting
quarterback for Coach Hickey's football squad. Talbot is
currently batting around the
.400 mark.
Coach Wilhelm expects to
start right hander Bill Parmer on the mound. "Even
though he got cold Tuesday,
he's still coming around as a
fine pitcher," Wilhelm stated.
"This is a must game for
us because time is running
out. We've only got three remaining conference games "after Saturday," he added.
"Even if we did win Saturday, U.N.C. will still have to
lose another game."
Clemson continued its win-

Law ton Cowart Blasts One

ning ways at home this week
by blasting Furman 18-6 and
U.S.C. 11-6 on Monday and
Tuesday, respectively. The
encounter with the Gamecocks saw the Tigers jump to
an early lead of 4-0 only to
fall behind 6-4. An eighth inning rally which tallied seven
runs for Clemson, however,
proved to be the winning
margin.
In winning the Tigers belted U.S.C.'s star hurler Bobby
Bryant, who did hold a 0.40
EEA previously. The loss
dimmed the Gamecocks' hopes
for winning the conference
crown.
The Tigers carry an impressive batting record and
several new school records
into the contest. Heading the
list of new records is outfielder, pitcher, and catcher
George Sutton. His one home
run Monday against Furman
broke the old school record
of 10 in one season by Doug
Kingsmore in 1954. Sutton
also broke Ken Culberson's
career tally of 19 round trippers in the four year's 19481951. The ACC season record
is 13.
The Tiger's power man in
the next game or two also
will break the school mark
of 36 RBI's in one season.
He has 35 to his credit now.
Other records to the Tigers'
credit are Adkins' 5 triples
this year which ties a school
record. His career total of 9
three baggers in a year and
a half also ties a school career
mark. Adkins also holds a 37
game hitting streak.
Jackie McCall with 16 doubles needs six more to break
the school season mark. His
17 home runs for a career
also places him in third place.
McCall also threatens to
break the career record of 39
extra base hits. He has 36
thus far.
(Continued on page 6)

Would You Believe Road Trips?

Oustanding Athletes
Honored Last Weekend
Thomas Ray and Bill Hecht
each copped two awards last
Saturday at half time of the
spring game. Ray was singled
out for his offensive talents
and Hecht for his defensive
abilities.
Each year awards and trophies are presented to the outstanding athletes in the different sports at the University. The ceremony was moved up from its usual postgame barbecue time.
Recipient of the Hamilton
Award, given each year to
the most valuable football
player, was Tom Ray. This
past season Ray led the Tigers at the quarterback slot
and set several school records.
Jiay is a senior Ag Education
major from Columbia.
Bill Hecht was given the
Morrow Award for the best
defensive football
player.
Hecht, a senior A&S major
from Staunton, Va., turned in
a stellar performance week
lifter week at his linebacking
chores.
A new award given this
year was the R. F. Poole Memorial Trophy sponsored by
the Interfraternity Council in
memory of Clemson's late
president, R. F. Poole. The
award is presented to the best
Clemson offensive and defensive players in the USC game.
Tom Ray was chosen best offensive player and Bill Hecht
was selected the best defensive player.
Tommy Chapman received
the Mitchell Award given to
the most valuable baseball
player. Chapman was the
leading pitcher for Coach
Wilhelm's Tiger nine last
year and graduated last May.
The Bowie Award was presented to forward Gary Helms
as the most valuable basket-

ball player. A senior Ag Education major from Pelzer"
Helms was the Tigers' leading scorer last year with a 19
point average.
Joe Waldrep was presented
the Croxton Ferris Mobley
Award for the highest scholastic average by a senior athlete. He has a cumulative 3.44
GPR.
The Sloan Trophy for most
valuable tennis player was
given Zulfi Rahim. Rahim, a
junior ME major from Pakistan, is currently playing the
number one spot on the team.
Carl Poole was awarded the
Norman Trophy or the best
competitor in track. Poole, a
senior A&S major from
Charleston, runs the dash
events and the relays.
The Calhoun Trophy for
the most valuable track member was presented to Avery
Nelson who graduated last
year.
Rick Johnson, an IM major,
was given the Lowndes P.
Shingler Award, presented to
the football player exhibiting
the most sportsmanship.
Recipient of the Ellison
Award for most valuable
member of the cross-country
team was E. J. Brown, an ME
major from Lake Worth, Fla.
The McCollum Award, presented to the most valuable
swimmer, went to Matt Chatneuff. One of two seniors on
the team, Chatneuff is an IM
major from Raleigh, and participated in the butterfly and
sprint events.
A special presentation was
made to Bo Ruffner, winner
of the Jacobs Blocking Trophy. The trophy is presented
annually to the best blocker
in the state. Ruffner is a rising junior and the leading
fullback in the Tiger offense.

Gore Leads Orange Past White
In Spring Intra-Squad Finale
By SAMMIE CARROS
Executive Sports Editor
The orange team led by
the explosive running of Buddy Gore whipped the white
team 30-14 last Saturday before 6,000 fans at the annual
spring intra-squad game.
Gore put together runs of
50, 34, and 22 in running up
a total of 161 yards in 19
carries for an 8.9 average.
His 34 and 22 yard jaunts
netted two touchdowns for
the victors.
- The orange composed of the
first and fourth offensive and
defensive units scored the
first time they got the ball as
Gore dashed 22 yards around
end. Connie Wade set the
stage by partially blocking an
attempted punt by the whites
on the previous play.
Moments later Barfleld converted on a 42 yard field goal
to give the orange a 10-0 lead.
The whites came back behind
the signal calling of Bill Ammons who connected to flanker Ron Miller for two key
passes. Soph fullback Ed Nivert sneaked over from the one
for the score and the PAT
was good.
Halftime saw the orange
holding a slim 10-7 lead. The
third quarter saw them quickly put together a 58 yard
march on the ■ strength of
Jacky Jackson's 18 yard run.
Jackson scored from two
yards out but the PAT was
missed.
In the fourth period Gore
set sail from the 32, was hit
at the 10, spun around, and

Nothing

can take the press out of Lee-Prest slacks
Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't be. Those LeePrest Leesures can't help but stay crisp and neat. No matter what you
put them through. They have a new permanent press. So the crease stays
in. The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And that's without ironing. No
touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's special blend of 50% polyester
and 50% combed cotton. For wash and wear.. .with conviction.
Incidentally, that permanent press is the only change we've made
in Leesures. They still have that lean, honest look... smart, tailored fit.
New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their permanent press yourself. It isn't
necessary, but it's a great way to spend an evening. From $6.00 to $8.00.

Lee-PReST Leesures*
H. 0. Lee Company, Inc., Kansas City, Mo. 64141. ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA.

KORATROra

Jim Abrams. Charlie Tolley
dove over from the half yard
line on fourth down and the
scoring ended at 30-14.
Gore led the orange in rushing with 161 yards; however,
Jacky Jackson, who played
only defense last year, picked
up 46 yards on 13 attempts.
Fullback Bo Ruffner gained
29 yards in eight cracks at
the line.
Jimmy Addison did most
of the quarterbacking for the
first and fourth teams. He
only completed 3 of 12 for
60 yards, but several were
dropped. Phil Rogers caught
one for 13 yards before leaving in the third quarter with
a broken hand. Bell snagged
two passes for 59 yards.
The white team was led by
Soph Bill Ammons who completed 8 of 18 tosses for 125
yards. John Enslen connected
on one of three—a 75 yard
pass-run to another Soph Ron
Miller. For the day Miller
grabbed six for 138 yards.
Top ground gainers for tlje
whites were tailback Charles
Hook with 40 yards and Bob
Bergman with 20 yards.
Coach Frank Howard ex-

pressed approval of the game's
outcome. He felt the team
overall looked 1000 per cent
better than last vear
- "We
Howard went on to say
that the defense will have to
sharpen up for next year. In
the second half Wade was taken from his left linebacker
spot and put at defensive end.
Jim Catoe and George Burnett were added to the lineup, and Howard felt that this
made the defense stronger,
did about as well as you
could expect. Now we've got
to get 'em all back next year,
keep 'em wanting to play ball,
and brush up on some fundamentals," he added.
The Tigers did not show
their full power Saturday because of several key injuries.
Defensive stalwarts Sursavage, McElmurray, Mullen, and
Kit Jackson were all missing
because of injuries. Quarterback Tom English was also
out due to a hurt shoulder.
Celebrities in the press box
included eight scouts from
Alabama, USC, Virginia, and
Ga. Tech. Because of this the
Tigers did not show all of
their offense.
Howard pointed out that
there will be strong football
at Clemson for the next few
years. "We've only got about
three seniors on the starting
offense and defense. We've
got a lot of good sophomores
coming up too," he stated.
"So things are looking good
for the future."

Buddy Gore Dashes Around End For Sizable Gain

Dubious Honors, Awards Presented
The Sports Staff of the
TIGER takes great pleasure
in presenting its "Dubious
Honors and Awards" to outstanding contributors to the
University's losing athletic
teams to which we have
grown accustomed.
Athletic awards include:
Most Eloquent Football Player—Ted Katana; University
Overall Shaft of the Year—

Please don't
zlupf Sprite.
It makes
plenty of noise
all by itself.
Sprite, you recall, Is
the soft drink that's
so tart and tingling,
we just couldn't keep
it quiet.
Flip its lid and it
WU.V flips.
Bubbling, fizzing,
gurgling, hissing and
carrying on all over
the place.
An almost excessively lively drink.
Hence, to zlupf is
to err.
What is zlupfing?

stumbled across the gold
stripes for his second score,
The PAT was converted and
the orange led 23-7.
Both teams exchanged TD's
before the game ended. Jacky
Jackson ran eight yards for
the orange. The whites' other
score was set up on a 32 yard
pass from Ammons to end

All-ACC Basketball Team;
University Overall r Farce of
the Year — U.N.C. football
game; Best Intramural Football Team—Charlorais; and
Big Head of the Year—Wayne
Mass.
To
individual
athletes:
Hugh Mauldin Award, given
by him, to the most outstanding athlete—Hugh Mauldin;
Cary Grant Award to the
handsomest athlete on campus — Charlie Meadowcroft;
Maury Wills Citation for daring base running goes to
George Sutton.
To Outstanding Coaches,
etc.: Best Athletic Director
and Head Football Coach goes
for the 27th time to Frank
Howard; Arnold Palmer
Plaque to Coach Whitey Jor-

dan for the greatest knowledge and most time devoted
to his solemn duty as coach
of golf; Rollys Royce Award
for chauffeur supreme and
diplomacy above and beyond
the call of duty (a pair of
gold ear plugs)—Bob Bradley;
Also: A trio of Buck Owens
Albums to the most sophisticated coach—P. Wee Greenfield; Best Recruiter of the
Year-—Bill Wilhelm (who recruited a promising Tiger
writer).
Dubious Award of all dubious Awards: A free Esso
credit card to the Clemson
tennis team.
Hopeless Hope of the Year
Medallion: All athletes now
in school stay in; and all
signed, get in.

NOW - OPEN

CLEMSON DIVE SHOP
CLEMSON, S. C.

Zlupfing is to drinking what
smacking one's lips is to
eating.
It's the staccato buzz you
make when draining theilast few
deliciously tangy drops of
Sprite from the bottle with a
straw.
Zzzzzlllupf!
It's completely uncalled for.
Frowned upon in polite society.
And not appreciated on campus
either.
But. If zlupfing Sprite
is absolutely essential to'your
enjoyment; if a good healthy
zlupf is your idea of heaven,
well...all right.
But have a heart. With a
drink as noisy as Sprite, a
little zlupf goes a long, long
way.
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING- WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDozTM
NODOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You become more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
NoDOZ is as safe as coffee. Anytime
.. .when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDOZ.

SAFE AS COFFEE

Preferred
by the Experts
all over
the world
• TANKS FILLED
• REGULAR MAINTENANCE
• SCUBA CLASSES
• COMPLETE LINE OF
DIVING ACCESSORIES
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TRAILING
THE

TIGER
By KEITH LOVE
TIGER Sports Editor
A trip to see the Atlanta Braves last Sunday
gave a good preview of what Atlanta and Milwaukee have been fighting over for the last two
years. The trip also offered a look at what has
to be the most hapless baseball team in the
majors, and that includes the Boston Red Sox,
who have at least been able to beat the stumbling Yankees this year.
The Mets were lucky to get out of the Georgia ball park with a win, but then if they can
pick up a few more Ken Boyers from clubs
who don't know when to keep what they have,
the boys from New York may yet raise themselves above the world of the National League's
second division. Boyer had a good day Sunday,
collecting four hits, and playing a great game
at the hot corner. So cheer up, Clemson Met
fans. This may be the good year.
The Braves split a double-header with the
New York Mets, winning the first game 5-2, and
losing the second 4-3, in Atlanta's new 18 million dollar stadium, which incidentally looks
just that expensive. The Mets started off fairly
well in the first game. They managed to keep
the Braves from scoring for a couple of innings,
and collected a few hits in the meantime.
The Braves are definitely a pennant contender. But then, so are the Dodgers, the Giants,
the Redlegs, the Pirates, the Cubs, and yes, even
the Astros. Well, that was stretching it a bit,
but the point is the National League is the most
competitive league in professional sports, and
the Atlanta Braves, while a very strong team,
will have no rosy red time hanging a pennant
flag over Georgia pines.
If playing baseball at home has the advantage it is said to have, the Braves acted Sunday
as if they didn't know Atlanta was home. But
then they never know when they will get called
back to Milwaukee, and it seems that calling a
place home is easier said than done for the
Braves.
But despite a lazy attitude and the Sunday
doldrums, the South's new team did show that
they have what it takes to be a winner. They
didn't park any balls in the new aqua blue seats
in the first game, but they managed to get across
some runs, and that is, or should be, the main
objective of a pennant contender.
The poor old Mets. There was one time Sunday when it looked as if they might have to
bring Yogi Berra out of retirement and let him
run the bases for them.

By BILL SMITH
TIGER Sports Writer
Despite painful losses to the
Ramblin'-Rechs and the Georgia
Bulldogs the Tigers
bounced back to smash U. S.
C. and East Carolina 9-0.
The Gamecocks come to Tigertown expecting to pull the
upset of the year. But the only
thing that was pulled was their
tail feathers as the Tigers ripped
the birds 9-0. This victory kept
alive the Tigers 4 year domination over their arch-rivals
from Columbia.
This match completed the
Tigers' Conference slate with a
final standing of 5-1-1. Only a
loss to U. N. C. and a tie with
Duke mars the Tigers Conference record.
Only two matches went the full
3 sets against the Gamecocks.
Tom Long lost his first set to
Frank Munn, 6-3, but rallied
to take 7-5 and 6-2 sets in the
number 2
singles. Turk
Ornekian downed 6-4 in the
first set, came on strong with
6-3 victories in the final two
sets for the No. 4 point.
The Tigers priming for the
upcoming ACC tournament
whitewashed the East Carolina
Pirates at Clemson Tuesday for

Gray Walsh

their second shutout in four
days. The match scheduled to
be played at Furman was called
on account of rain. Yesterday
the Tigers played the Wildcats
from Davidson.
Coach Bruley stated that he
was not displeased with the
Tigers showing so far this season. Other officers of the Young
won a few more at the close
matches. The losses at Tech,
Georgia, and U. N. C. were
examples given by Bruley as
matches the Tigers should have
won.
"The Tournament could be
won by us, U. N. C, Duke or
Maryland. If we play our best
tennis we can win the tournament. Next year everyone will
be much improved and U. S.
C. could possibly be the surprise team of the year." We will
be stronger next year since Tom
will be the only one graduating,
and the addition of Cooper and
Boling will make us overall a
much better team and will increase our strength down the
line. We will be tough from 1
to 6 next year. The Davidson
match ended the regular season. The Tigers' record going
into yesterday's match was
11-4-1.

Smithyman Reviews
Clemson Tennis Team
By BILL SMITH
TIGER Sports Writer
Sammy
Smithyman,
the
number three player on the
Tiger Tennis team feels that he
is not playing as consistent as
he was this time last year, but
feels that if "everyone plays up
to their potential, we will win
the A. C. C. Crown".
Sammy, a rising senior from
Spartanburg attended Spartanburg High School where he was
state triple-A tennis champion
during his junior and senior
years. After graduation Sammy came to Clemson on a tennis scholarship.
Smithyman, the captain of
this year's team, is a high
honors student majoring in
English.
After graduation,
Sammy plans to enter graduate
school.
Concerning Clemson and its
tennis program Sammy had
this to say "there is a very good
tennis program here at Clemson. We have excellent material
and are getting some fine freshmen each year. Clemson is on
par with any team in the A. C.
C, but there are certain drawbacks".
Sammy feels that next year
every team will be very much

The Mets, as usual, were involved in a real
weird double pick-off. With Mets on first and
second and one out, the Braves caught the Met
on first in a run-down. They chased him awhile
back and forth and then the Met on second decided to get off his royal and make a daring dash
for third. When Met number two ran for third,
Brave first baseman Lee Thomas whipped the
ball to Eddie Mathews at third, who in turn
threw to Woody Woodward at second. Woodward chased Met number two, threw to Mathews who made the tag, and then Mathews threw
back to Woodward again, and Woody rejoined
the fun with Met number one, who was standing in the middle of the base paths watching his
teammate get cooked. Met number one was finally tagged out, and the Braves, or maybe it was
the Mets, received a standing ovation from 40,000 fans.
Major league baseball has finally come to the
South.

(Continued from page 2)
on to greater efforts, or making
"a few remarks" on the many
occasions he was called on to
do so, or making the announcements and asking the blessing
in the dining hall.
In recognition of his efforts,
Gray was awarded the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award,
the highest non - academic
honor this university can bestow. To quote from the catalog description of the award,
"The recipients of this award
shall be chosen in recognition
of their influence for good, their
excellence in maintaining high
ideals of living, their spiritual
qualities, and their generous
and disinterested service to
others."
Gray himself once said, "To
be everything to everybody—
that is perhaps the greatest challenge that any leader can try to
face." Gray Walsh, as president
of the Clemson Student Body,
examplified all that I respect in
the finest possible Clemson
Man. For his devotion, his interest, his time, his responsibility, his enthusiasm, I would
like to end this year by saying
simply and sincerely,
Thanks, Gray.

Thinclads Face USC Tomorrow
As Conference Meet Nears

Netters Rap Carolina;
ACCMatchesHeldHere

improved, especially the Gamecocks. "It could be a four-way
tossup next year between us,
U. N. C, Maryland, and U. S.
C. if everyone improves as
much as they have this year."
Concerning the upcoming A.
C. C. tournament Sammy believed that Maryland could be
the darkhorse team, but that
the finals should end up in a
Tiger-Tar Heel duel.
Sammy rated the engineers
from Tech as the best team
that the Tigers had faced. Despite losing at Tech, Sammy
came on strong to overpower
his opponent in the Tigers 9-0
romp over U. S. C. last Saturday.
About the final matches of the
season, Sammy rated Davidson as having a very strong
team capable of beating anyone on their schedule. East
Carolina, a fast improving
team cannot yet be rated along
with Davidson and U. N. C.
Sammy rated this year's
freshman players as good as
any in the conference and classified David Cooper as one of the
most promising players in the
ACC with the ability to become
ACC Champion.

Long: No. 2

Long Rates
Tiger Team
By BILL SMITH
TIGER Sports Writer
"We have a much better team
than we have shown so far this
season. We've lost many close
matches in the third set by one
or two points. Even though we
lost to Tech and Georgia, I believe we're fully capable of beating them. Our tennis program
has improved every year,
mainly through the efforts of
Coach Bruley and Mr. Howard.
The team spirit and morale is
the best since I've been at Clemson."
This was the evaluation of the
Tiger netters by the only senior on this year's team, Tom
Long, from Northville, Michigan.
Tom, one of the most versatile athletes on the team and an
excellent basketball player as
well as tennis, came to Clemson
after turning down many fine
scholarship offers from such
powers as Michigan, Michigan
State, U. of Fla. and Fla. State.
After graduation he plans to
keep on playing tennis regularly. Tom believes that since he
was a freshman, the ACC's tennis program has continually
improved and is on par with
any conference in the nation.
The senior netter stated that
he is playing better this year
and that his overall game—especially his ground strokes—
have helped his game immensely. "I'm concentrating more this
year and taking all my matches
more seriously than in the
past."
About the upcoming ACC
Tournament and the outlook
for next year Tom had this to
say. "The outcome of.T the
tournament will depend a lot
on the draw and seedings.
Maryland, Duke, U. N. C. and
we all have a definite shot at the
title. If we play well, wewillwin
the tournament. The team's
morale is very high this year
and we should be in top form,
after our break for exams. I
believe this break between
exams and the tournament will
definitely be in our favor."

year's, and does not contain
the depth the Tigers had last
year."
There have been a few surprises, as well as a few disappointments this season. Greg
Benz is doing a good job with
the shot putting, and Robert
Tindall is developing into a
fine half-miler. In addition to
these, Greenfield stated that
Odius Knight has come right
along in the high jump.
As in the past, this year's team
has its share of veterans. Most
of the players on the team start
when they are freshmen. There
are
very few scholarships
awarded, and most of the team
comes directly from the student
body. Scholarships range from
books on up.
Each of the team members
volunteer for the event or events
that he wishes to participate.
Some of the boys enter into as
many as four events in one
track. Coach Greenfield said,
"It is hard to pick the individual leaders because of the
events which are open to each
boy."
The team is prepared for the
conference meet by attending
other meets that are open to
anyone. The Tigers traveled to
the Florida Relays, and "although they did not fair too
well, they gained valuable experience," stated Coach Greenfield.
The coach also prepares his
team by trying to help them
each day in pointing out their
mistakes. He feels that it is
necessary to get around to each
boy every day, and not spend
too much time with one individual.
Coach Greenfield regrets that
the team will not be able to en-

ter the State Meet because of
exams.
When discussing the upcoming Conference Meet, Greenfield
said, "Maryland will win the
meet and probably will score
as many points as the next three
teams put together." He gives
Maryland the advantage because they have the strongest
team and the biggest team
depth-wise in the conference.
Before going to the Conference Meet, the squad will be
cut down in order to take those
who will give a good showing
for the Tigers.
Coach Greenfield says that he
owes much of the team's success
to Colonel Robbins. The Colonel, who is probably the forgotten man on the Clemson
track team, spends most of his
free time with the track team
because of his interest in helping the Tigers.

Spring Sports
Schedule
May
May
May
May
May
May
Away.

BASEBALL
12, Georgia, Home.
16, N. C. State, Home.
17, Furman, Away.
19, D. S. C, Away.
20-21, Ga. Tech, Away.
23-24-25, Fla. State,

TENNIS
April 28, Davidson, Home.
May 13-14, ACC Tour.,
Home.
TRACK
May 13-14, ACC Meet, Columbia
May 21, Inter-Conf., Athens.
GOLF
May 16-17, ACC Meet, Pinehurst.

Your CESSNA DEALER
offers
THREE FAA APPROVED PILOT TRAINING COURSES
• PRIVATE PILOT COURSE
• COMMERCIAL PILOT COURSE
• FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR COURSE
An attractive ten hour Orientation Course for Beginning Students
Flight Training Gift Certificates

CAROLINA AERO SERVICE
Anderson, S. C.

Phone CA 4-3520

Contact: Douglas Welborn or Ben Johnson

if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JADE EASE

Cologne, 6 oz., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
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DECEMBER
GRADUATES
ORDER
YOUR RINGS
BEFORE
MAY 15
L. C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY
Your (fiexali) Store

SWANK, NEW TO*K
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SPECIAL OFFER... your first flying lesson
Ever wanted to pilot a plane? This coupon
and $5 will buy the fun of your first flying lesson.
Cessna dealers are making this
special offer so that everyone
might get to know the fun experience of piloting a plane...the free
feeling of a gentle bank left or
right, the power of a climb, the
tranquility of level flight... all
under your own control!
A licensed instructor at your
Cessna dealer will explain the
operation of the plane. After takeoff, he will let you take control
and fly the plane yourself. When
the instructor has landed, your
flight time will be entered in an
official Pilot Flight Logbook
which is yours to keep. Absolutely

- soue

no hidden charges or obligation.
So join the fun! Clip this certificate now . . . and pilot a saucy
Cessna 150 for $5.
Get full information about this
$5 flying lesson from any Cessna
dealer listed under Aircraft
Dealers in the Yellow Pages, or
from participating Cessna 150equipped flight schools. Or write
Cessna Aircraft Company,
Dept. CN, Wichita, Kansas.

CESSNA

More people learn to fly in Cessnas than in all othe^ airplanes I

g=>
CLIP THIS

Cologne, A oz., 53.00
After Shave, h ox,, $2.1-0

By SAM COPE LAND
TIGER Sports Writer
The Clemson Tiger track
team hosts rival South Carolina tomorrow in what Coach
"Pee Wee" Greenfield terms "a
real tough and close meet".
Coach Greenfield stated that
South Carolina's track team is
just about like his Tiger team,
and he feels that whichever team
gets a good break will win the
meet.
The Tiger mentor said that
he expected good results in the
100 and 200 yard dashes, as
well as the one-quarter mile
run. These have been the Tiger
strong points all during the
year.
The other events on the schedule are not up to par, because
of the lack of depth in each department. The javelin, and one
and two mile runs are considered weak, but only because of the
lack of depth.
On the other hand, the Gamecocks sport the second ranking
discus thrower in the United
States and also possess an unbeaten mile relay team.
In addition, they have the
state's best in the 100 yard
dash and the 440 yard dash.
They are also loaded with one
and two milers.
As of yet, Coach Greenfield
cannot tell whether or not the
team is up for the meet, but he
is sure that they will give it all
they have tomorrow.
After tomorrow's meet, there
are only two meets remaining
on the schedule. One is the State
Meet, which the Tigers are not
competing in, and the other is
the A. C. C. Meet which means
practically everything.
So far this season the Tigers
have compiled a 2-2 record.
Coach Greenfield stated that
"this year's team is probably
a little bit weaker than last
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Yearly the TIGER takes it rical Lost Cause of the Yearupon itself to present a series Archie Harmon's I. D. card
of awards to outstanding performances; Bright Idea of
people and organizations who the Year—the Women's Student
might not be otherwise recog- Association; and the Unlimited
nized. Through the past school Possibilities Award—charging
year, they have demonstrated a coed with "Conduct unbecomthat they are integral parts of ing a Clemson Gentleman."
TIGER sports honors and
the university we have grown
to detest. The TIGER proud- awards are listed in another
ly presents the DUBIOUS story on page 4.
University-wide awards are
HONORS AND AWARDS OF
numerous, including: Most Ser1965-66.
First on the list is the award iously Considered Topic of the
for the Best High School Drop- Year—changing the school
out on the Clemson University colors to Dempster Dumpster
Board of Trustees. Edgar A. gray; Extreme Debt of GratiBrown is the proud "winner of tude Award—Otis Redding, for
this award.
showing up and for upholding
Universally acclaimed as the the high standards and traoutstanding CDA dance of the ditions of the CDA in his sparkyear was the stellar appearling rendition of "Satisfaction",;
ance of the Four Tops.
the James L. Sutherland Award
Many awards were given in to Al Roach and the "Select
the category of student govern- Few"; Best Demonstration of
ment; included among them: School Spirit—300 broken winBest Campaign Slogan—"Vote dows in the frat dorms during
for the Chi of your choice, but the snowball fight; and Inspirvote!": Best Student Campaign ation of the Year—Batman.
Also: B. M. O. C. (Brightest
for office—a tie between Billy
Walker, John Matthew, Mike Moron on Campus)—to Mac
Click, and Bill Mays; Election Harley; Duncan Hines Award
Quotes of the Year—Danny for Tasty Hamburgers—C. U.
Speights' "I've been elected, so Dining Hall; the Jello Co..
I don't have to be nice any Award for originality in servmore," and Ernie Stallworth's ing techniques—Dining Hall di"The ignorance of the electorate rector Luther Fields; Best Study
Aid of the Year—the II-S draft
is staggering!"
Also: The Ignorance of the deferral; and Mother of the
Electorate Award (voted the Year—Dean Susan G. Deloney.
Several campus organizamost dubious of all dubious
awards)—to the student body, tions were deemed outstanding
who managed to elect four stu- in the TIGER awarding. Indent body officers, none of cluded in these were Nu Epwhom had ever been elected to silon, winner of both the Social
a student government post be- Frat of the Year and the National Barbers' League Certififore.
Others of special importance cate of Appreciation. Also winto the Student Senate: Theat- ning two was the Wesley

|

Players Present
Oedipus The King
The Clemson Players bring
their final production of the
year, Oedipus the King, to
the Amphitheater stage tonight
and tomorrow night at 8 p.m.
The cast includes 6 principals
and a chorus of 24. Two of the
cast members play a double
role. Tom Ramsey, a senior
history major plays the parts of
the priest of Thebes and the
servant of Laius' house. Sam
Smith, a freshman chemical engineering major, portrays the
blind seer Tieresias and the
kindly shepherd.
John Duval, the Players' faculty advisor, plays the title role.
Nina Dulin, a sophomore English major is Iocasta, and
Charles Cottingham, a sophomore math major is Creon.
Jack Demyan, a freshman,
plays the messenger from
Corinth.
In case of rain, the play will
be in the Food Industries Auditorium. Admission is free.

Foundation, which won Citizenship awards from the John
Birch Society and the D. A. R.,
and the Bob Jones University
Bronze Pamphlet.
Clemson's publications also
copped several honors. They
include: Best Yearbook west of
Charleston—TAPS; Joke of the
Year—TIGER; Gross Joke of
the Year-CHRONICLE; Bob
Jones University Silver Pamphlet—TIGER columnist Larry
Joe Payne; Outstanding Contribution to the TIGER by a
Faculty Member—Dr. Henry
Moore of the C. E. department; and Outstanding Contribution to a Faculty Member by
the TIGER—no award this
year, as there was no contribution made.
Other journalism awards include: TIGER Sweetheart—Mrs.
Sybil Albert; The Alfred Hitchcock Profile Award—News Editor Chuck Whitney of the
TIGER; Best Unused TIGER
Headline of the Year—"For
God's Sake!"; and the Frank
Pearce
Journalism Award,
given by Frank Pearce to the
Best, Most Effective, and Hardest - Working writer—Frank.
Pearce.
WSBF received recognition
as the outstanding correctors of
assorted TIGER mistakes, and
TIGER Executive Sports Editor Sammie Carros was named
Greek of the Year.
The Fourth Barracks Clog
Festival, which may be seen
any day, was awarded Worst
Spectacle of the Year.
Finally, the graduating seniors were awarded the first annual TIGER Good Riddance
Award.

Women Student
Regulations
(Continued from page 3)
The new policy was discussed
by AWS for more than a month
before a vote was finally taken.
AWS Vice President Carolee
Foley said there was a general
feeling that the old hours were
"rather immature for a big university like Maryland." The old
weeknight curfews were 10:30
for freshmen, 11 p.m. for sophomores, 11:30 p.m. for juniors, and midnight for seniors.
Monday at Maryland has always been a "closed night."
The hours issue flared at Syracuse University last winter
when 17 coeds living in a
French language dormitory
"seceded" from the campus
AWS in protest against the principle of imposing a curfew.
The move, which quickly became known on campus as the
French Revolution, developed
into an all-out attack on all
restrictions of students' personal freedom. To date, however, no action has been taken
by the administration.

Campus News Roundup

INCREASES
IN ROOM
AND
BOARD
FEES for
1966-67 are the only changes
in costs of attending the university. These changes affect
both in-state and out-of-state
students. Dining Hall fees for
both men and women have
been increased to $210 per semester, which is an increase of
S40 per year.
Costs for new dorm rooms
will increase $20 per semester.
Fees for old dorm rooms will
increase S10 per semester.

CHRONICLE in the dorm office.
Also, the May issues of the
CHRONICLE will be issued
next week. Off-campus students
may pick up this copy next
week.

THESES OF FIFTH YEAR
ARCHITECTURE STUDENTS are on display in the
Lee Gallery of the Architecture
building now until the end of
May. Also on display will be
undergraduate work from the
Architectural Design and Visual Arts studios.

(Continued from page 1)
president is most familiar—
having served as Attorney General, Speights has definite ideas.
He believes that, "much of
the success of the judicial system will depend on the High
Court and the Attorney General."
"The student government
hopes that all student violations will come before the High
Court, and that all violations
will be fully explained to the students," he elaborated.
The judicial amendments to
which he made a significant
contribution, will "not only
strengthen the composition of
the appeals court, but they have
also given a new dignity to the
court."
The Elections Board also
came under the new president's
eye. He believes that "the enforcement of these rules should
be left to the Board itself, since
they made them."
Danny does, however, see one
major fault in the operation of
the Board during campaigns.
He feels that whenever a candidate is disqualified the students should be told in detail
the reason or reasons for elimination—not merely that the
candidate was disqualified.
Each student should understand how the election system
and the Elections Board works
feels Speights.
The new president is concerned with the welfare of the
students.
His major goal will be "to
see that the students have a
voice in any decisions directly concerning them."

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
AND STUDENTS in dorms
8 and 8B may pick up the

Tiger's Host
(Continued from page 4)
For a team the Tigers' hitting mark of .350 and slugging total of .600 are both
breaking team marks. Also,
seven more round trippers
will break the old Clemson
tally of 40 in 1963.
In pitching Bill Parmer
still holds a 4-0 mark. Charles
'Watson with his victory Tuesday now is 6-1 and owns a
2.3 ERA. He also leads Clemson with over 60 strikeouts
in 58 innings.
Wilhelm added that all
these records will mean nothing if the team does not win
the ACC. The first step in
doing this can be taken tomorrow afternoon at 2:30.

Newman Assoc.
The
Clemson University
Newman Student Association
has elected its new officers for
the 1966-67 school year. Dick
Pennock was elected president;
John Davey and Keith Kiskel
were elected vice-presidents;
and Paul Bedard received the
position of treasurer. Tom Tantillo was elected recording secretary, and Beth Hudson was
elected corresponding secretary.
Jake Nemergut is the student
advisor; Mrs. Barbara Morgen
was elected Women's Club representative; and Professor John
Sullivan is the faculty advisor.
Father James Fisher is the
Newman Student Chaplain.

SUMMER CLOTHES
SHIRTS
SHORTS

THE YMCA RECREATION
AREA will officially open May
1. Facilities available to students will be the recreation

Spieghts Assumes

building, picnic area, baseball
diamonds, swimming area,
and a beach.
Any Clemson student may
use the areas. Lifeguards will
be at the beach area in afternoons.

(Continued from page 1)
retary Ken Suggs, Attorney
General Dick Miley, Charles
HUl of the High Court, and
Buddy Thompson, Chairman
of the Clemson Delegation for
the Fall Legislature.
Senators John Dickerson,
Harry Tinsley, Don Shelley,
Al Buckalew, and Gordon Edgin also were delegates.
The Legislature delegates attended a banquet at the Elks
Club of Columbia later after
the speeches. The Elks Club
sponsors the Student Legislature.

the

delegates at this time.

The delegates also had a
chance to mingle around and
talk to friends from other
schools whom they had met at
previous Legislature sessions.
The delegates met on Thursday morning to lay plans for
the rest of the year and for the
Fall session of the Legislature.
Gov. Dan Yarborough of the
SCSSL, a Furman student,
along with Lt. Gov. Bob Warren of P. C. and Speaker of
the House Thorn Compton
of U. S. C. headed the session.
New ideas for bills for the Fall
session were announced, plus
an extension of the length of
time for the Fall session was
made.
Speaker of the House Compton stated, "Th6 lengthening of
the time will enable delegates
to devote more time to the necessary committee work."

The students were entertained
by an after-dinner speech by
Nominee for Lt. Gov. John C.
West who is State Senator from
Kershaw. Sen. West spoke on
the topic of "Politics and the
Politician."
"I believe in the students and
young people of America because they show an interest
Other ideas for improvement
along many levels," he said.
of the Student Legislature were
Sen. West pointed out sev-^ introduced, including a limieral instances of humor along) tation of the alternates alloted
the political line, and explained to each school. The delegates
how politics can affect every then recognized the delegates
from Morris College (Negro)
person.
Following the banquet the who had been sitting in as obLegislators returned to the hotel servers on the Legislature seswhere a mixer was given for sion. Morris College had rethem. Several candidates for cently applied for admission inlocal offices and other well- to the Legislature.
Following the conclusion of
known area people visited with

business, Gov. Yarborough expressed his gratitude to the delegates for making the Spring
Session a success. The Legislature then adjourned until next
fall when the students will return to assume seats as Congressmen and Senators.

of S. C. that belong to the Student Legislature. Some of the
schools represented were U. S.
C, the Citadel, Furman, Winthrop, Columbia, Limestone,
Presbyterian, and Converse.

The Session, which was held
at the Hotel Columbia, was attended by students from various colleges and universities

Have IB bowls of
vintage burgundy

Perching Rifles

...onus!

The PR's performance at
ROTC Recognition Day will
bring to a close another year
for Company C-4. The Clem-,
son PR's will present their wellknown precision drill which
won many trophies throughout
the year.
The PRs recently returned
from Washington, D. C, in
which they captured sixth place
in the National Drill Competition as well as a second place
trophy for their performance in
the Cherry Blossom Parade.
During the first weekend in
April, the PR's attended the
Fourth Regimental Drill Meet
at Fort Gordon, Ga. At this drill
meet they made an impressive
showing,
taking three first
places and two second places
in the various events.
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AROMATIC SMOKING TOBACCO

PAUL NEWMAN
JANET LEIGH
ROBERT WAGNER

Enjoy a free full-size pouch of
Burgundy. An aromatic blend of
vintage tobaccos, fine taste and
pleasant wine aroma, for the
smoothest smoke ever to come
out of a pipe. Clip the coupon
now. Cheers!
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LYNCH DRUG COMPANY

JAMES STEWART
MAUREEN CHARA
BRIAN KEITH
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ATTENTION SENIORS
our
Attention SENIOR & GRADUATE MEN Studentt-U.S. Citizens

Special Offer

NEEDING NOMINAL EIWNCIAl Hlt> TO COMPLETE THEIR EDUCATION THIS
ACADEMIC TEAR — AND THEN COMMENCE WORK — COSIGNERS REQUIRED.
SEND TRANSCRIPT AND PULL DETAILS Of VOUR PLANS AND REQUIREMENTS TO
STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC
610-413 ENDICOTT «LDG., ST. PAUL I, MINN.
A NON-PROFIT CORP.
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hat pleated Clemson graduates
For YEARS

Small Down Payment
Financing To Suit You

Educators
endorse
it.

TAKE DELIVERY NOW!
PAY LATER
MAULDIN

Professor Jacques Barzun,
Columbia University: "Invariably instructive, full, and
extremely easy to use. The
definitions are not only terse
and clear but also elegant...
a pleasure to read."

^CHEVROLET fk

COMPANY

Professor Cleanth Brooks,
Yale University: "An able
and expertly edited volume."

PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
— BANK RATE FINANCING —

Professor Harry R. Warfel,
University of Florida:"// is
incomparably the best desk
dictionary now in existence."

B/THE WORLD
PUBLISHING COMPANY

Cleveland, Ohio 44102

Without thumb index $5.95

Join the Dodge
REBELLION
Now Af

HAYNES
DODGE SALES

AT LOW PRICES

AUTHORIZED DODGE DEALER
109 East Calhoun St.

Dial CA 6-2472
Anderson, S. C.

Call 646-3916 or 646-3354

Professor George E. Grauel,
John Carroll University:
"Its superior quality has
proven a stimulus to the entire field of American lexicography."
$695

SLACKS

JUDGE KELLER
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TIGER Proudly Presents
Dubious Honors, Awards
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Get
closer
with a
HONDA
A Honda will circumvent parking lots and take
you directly to your destination. And, you'll have
a lot more fun getting there. As for economy,
prices start about $215*! And you'll meet the
nicest people!
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C-6, Box 50, Gardena, California © 1966 AHM
'plus dealer's transportation and set-upchsrg«>

Its
HARPERS 5 & 10c
STORE
for the best record
selection at

Discount Prices
in town
Remember: HARPERS
Sells it for less N-

